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Mini-Ethnography: SunkenRadio.com
Aspiring Virtual Music Community

At the outset of his chapter about virtual ethnography, Rene Lysloff describes the unique 

constitution of the online ethnographic “field”: 

! The Internet is also a vast network of information, relationships, desires, 
! possibilities. But, like a web, it ensnares us with utopian promises of posthuman 
! transcendence as ageless disembodied tele-presences without nationality, 
! gender, creed, or color. Thus, we have become living ghosts in the machine. The 
! World Wide Web seems to be huge ghost town because human presence !t h e r e 
! is rarely  synchronized temporally  and never spatially. I won't find another person 
! on the Web, I'll only find the traces they left behind. (Lysloff 2003: 24). 

Whether or not the two twenty-something creators of SunkenRadio.com, Spencer Ervin 

and Jeff Stone, read Lysloff, the online radio community they created this summer 

represents an interesting manifestation of the elements described above by Lysloff. In 

this mini-ethnography, I explore Ervin and Stoneʼs plan for their online musical 

community, I describe the space in which site members and artists interface, and I 

discuss the ways in which SunkenRadio.com arguably  qualifies as (and likely 

problematizes the notion of) a community. 

! Ervin (aka “Spenceation”) and Stone (aka “Stoni”) launched SunkenRadio.com in 

late-July  2010.  The central premise of this social networking site is to allow a space for 

independent musicians to make their music available to interested listeners for free; the 

space is for anyone interested in an alternative to current mainstream modes of musical 

exchange based on market-driven models (ie. iTunes, amazon.com, Rhapsody, etc). 

SunkenRadio is also an alternative to other online spaces in which people can access 

music freely, like Pandora.com, Jango.com, and live365.com, among others. An early 



blog entry by Spenceation on July  25th, 2010 describes why SunkenRadio.com is a 

unique space and it elucidates the purpose of the site:

! Sunken Radio is the project of two guys, Jeff and myself. This isn't just another 
! site for us. This is something we believe in, and hope you will too. Music for too 
! long has become distorted by an industry  whose values aren't on the art or the 
! fans, but on the outcome of sales. That is why we decided to create a way for 
! artists to connect to their fans and share their music. It's important that we allow 
! musicians to keep  their art pure, and not formed into a perfect sample for radio 
! waves. On Sunken Radio, we don't decide what is popular, or what music gets 
! played. That is up to the artists, and the listeners. We encourage the unique, not 
! the followers. Our goal is to help  artists succeed and connect with fans on their 
! own.1

The creatorsʼ emphasis of sharing and exchange is centrally important notions of online 

community and collaboration; Ervin and Stone envision this site as a clearinghouse for 

free access to music. Not only is the site membership free, but activity  on the site is also 

largely unrestricted. Members may listen to any songs uploaded to the site by artists, 

listeners may play or repeat songs any number of times, members can skip  limitlessly 

between songs, artists, genres, stations without penalty, members can upload images 

and comment on artistsʼ and other membersʼ pages. 

! Users on SunkenRadio not only have access to music, but they also wield a 

significant amount of agency. Immediately upon successfully registering with the site, 

users are reminded:

	
 Now that you have registered with Sunken Radio, you can start interacting with 
! other users and artists. You can also heart and rate your favorite songs. By 
! hearting a song, you will save it for later. Also, others can come onto your page 
! and see your favorite songs. These songs will also be added to your own 
! personal station!2

1 http://www.sunkenradio.com/#blog/post/?post=sunken_radio

2 http://www.sunkenradio.com
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Member users, also referred to as “Listeners” in various places on SunkenRadio, listen 

to the music available there by either selecting a station, an artist, a genre, in a number 

of ways on the website. Once the user selects a station or a track, the music is played 

by a player-toolbar, which includes the artist and track name, and track time. The radio-

player toolbar also allows the user to rate the song (out of 5 stars), heart it (putting it on 

a personalized playlist), link to other social networking sites like facebook.com and 

twitter.com, and to see the running list of the tracks played by  the player. The player is a 

fixed part of the SunkenRadio experience, because the user can browse the site without 

disturbing the activity of the player toolbar. 

! User activity  (hearting, rating, playing) translates directly  into the ways music is 

made available to the listening population on SunkenRadio.com: for example, many 

“stations”, or pre-determined lists of available tracks, contain only the highest rated 

tracks, regardless of genre (“Fan Favorites”). One station plays only the 50 most-

recently uploaded tracks (“The Buzz”). “The Mix” station plays only the current dayʼs 

most-played tracks. But in many ways user activity has nothing to do with the 

approaches categorization of artistsʼ tracks. The station called “Electric Nation” plays 

only the tracks in the “electric” genre; “The Mix” plays a random selection of all the 

tracks available on SunkenRadio. There are several stations for “underground” genres 

as well, including one for underground hip  hop  and rap and another for underground 

country music. Listeners can select and access the music by artist, genre, or station; the 

collective and collaborative nature of listenersʼ activity  on SunkenRadio arguably 

qualifies it to be a community. 



! Although listeners are afforded virtually  limitless access to musical material as 

well as a significant amount of agency on SunkenRadio.com, site users who register as 

artists have a few restrictions on their activity:

! Sunken Radio truly is designed with the artists in mind. We're set up to try  a n d 
 make it very easy for users to sign up and upload music into the radio. But 
 there's  more to it than just uploading mp3s. Each user can create several artist 
 groups per account. Each artist account can upload up to 20  mp3s  per account. 
 This is all easily accessible from within your musical  groups  control panel. 
 Artists then have the option to set their mp3s to downloadable for their fans  and 
 eventually will be able to set their own price and sell their mp3s directly from 
 Sunken Radio.3

Ervin and Stone deemed it necessary to provide musicians and listeners a alternative to 

the music industry, both financially and in the aesthetic processes which shape the 

creation of music. SunkenRadio is a space in which artists are encouraged to create 

freely without the shaping influence of the economy, the market, and demand; in which  

they can garner feedback from the audiences they find there, in which they can hope to    

foster an alternative space where their music can be heard, dialogued about, and 

eventually even purchased. There are currently 238 artist user profiles, each with at 

least one track per account, but many more with multiple tracks. Although many artistsʻ 

pages and tracks have only had one or two plays, the most-played artist/band is The 

Tipsy McStagger Band, from Madison, Wisconsin, with almost 3000 plays and 21 fans; 

they are included in the “classic” genre. They have 14 tracks (all with 4 or 5 stars), three 

of which are available for free download, and listeners have hearted each of their tracks 

several-fold. The current top-played song, in the genre “country pop”, is “Stars and 

Fireflies” by Ralston, from Kansas City, Missouri; Ralston has the most most-hearted 

tracks (top 6 out of top 10, Tipsy McStagger Band has spots 7-10). 

3 http://www.sunkenradio.com/# - “Just for Bands”
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! Although the brief description above outlines the system designed by Ervin and 

Stone, it only indicates what this sight could be, if (and when?) site-members use the 

space. In my brief few weeks as a listener on SunkenRadio, I noticed how slowly  the 

collaborative system was actually working: despite new artist tracks and pages added 

roughly every day or so, usersʼ (and even the site designersʼ) activity in relation to the 

available material has been little-to-none. The chart positions for Ralston and The Tipsy 

McStagger Band remain virtually unchanged (unchallenged?). At the outset of my own 

experience on the site, I hearted and rated each tune I selected, I commented on an 

artist sight or two, but then, I just listened, and looked. After the initial novelty  various 

user activities, I realized that, despite my agency in providing feedback and using the 

site in the ways that the creators of the space intended, SunkenRadio is an easily 

accessible, online place to find and listen to music and, moreover, that this space 

enables a highly individualistic enterprise.  I had not connected in any significant way 

with other listeners, nor had my user activity  in regard to with artist members (ie. page 

comments) constituted collaborative activity (as far as I can tell yet...). Although Ervin 

and Stone planned for this systemized musical space to be a collaborative alternative 

music community, it sorta feels more like Lysloffʼs “ghost town”, with some very 

interesting music. Maybe by this time next year, things will have changed....


